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Abstract

tells t h e n where to place w h a t Ants work in parallel but do
not, as far as we can tell, have the capacity to communicate

A distributed sorting algorithm, inspired by how

lUoB die shopkeeper, nor do they have a hierarchical organi

ant colonies sort their brood, is presented for use

sation whereby one individual makes the necessary deci

by robot teams. The robots move randomly, do not

sioos and the otheis follow. Nevertheless, if you tip the

communicate, have no hierarchical organisation,

cooKats of a nest out onto a surface, very rapidly the work

have no global représentation, can only perceive

ers wtlt gather the brood into a place of shelter and then sort

objects just in front of them, but can distinguish

it imo différent piles as before.

between objects of two or more types with a cer

This article describes a simple behavioural algo

tain degree of error. The probability that they pick

rithm, to be followed by each worker, that générâtes a sort

up or put down an object is modulated as a func

ing process. Sorting is achieved without requiiing either

tion of how many of the same objects they have

extemal heterogeneities (e.g. température or humidity), hi

met in the récent pasL This générâtes a positive

n a d n c a i decisionmaking, communication between the in

feedback that is suffîcient to coordinate the robots'

dividrals or any global représentation of the environment.

activity, resulting in their sorting the objects into

W e aiso stress that the antsAobots have only very local in

common clusters. While less efficient than a hier

fonnaiion about the environment and a very shorttemi

archically controUed sorting, this decentralised or

memory, and furthermore move randomly, no oriented

ganisation offers the advantages of simplicity,

movement being necessary. They can't see far off nor move

flexibility and robustness.

diiectly towards objects or piles of objects.

..

'

Our aim in this article is not to prove that the
model proposed is actually how the ants behave, but to

1. Introduction

show that such an algorithm both works and could be used
by a leam of robots. Inspired from our knowldege of the

What is the common point between a shopkeeper and an ant

importance of functional selforganisation or distributed in

colony? Each of thèse organisms is able to sort similar but

telligence in ant colonies (Deneubourg, 1977; Deneubourg

différent objects. When one examines an ant nest it is clear

et aL, 1984,1986. 1987; Deneubourg and Goss. 1989; Goss

that neither the workers, the brood nor the food are ran

et ai., 1990; Aron et al., 1990), our idea présents a working

domly distributed. For example the eggs are arranged in a

illustration of how such a distributed system can have prac

pile next to a pile of larvae and a further pile of cocoons, or

tical applications in robotics, in accordance with ideas de

else the three catégories are placed in entireiy différent parts

veloped by ourselves (e.g. Deneubourg et al., 1984, 1990;

of the nesL The same is true in a shop. There is, however, an

Deneubourg and Goss, 1989), and others (e g. Beni, 1988;

essential différence. The shopkeeper décides where he is

Brooks and Flynn, 1989; Sandini and Dario, 1989; Fukuda

going to put his différent goods, and if he has assistants he

and Kawauchi, 1989; Brooks et al.. 1990; Steels, 1990). The

environment for a reai-time multi-robotic démonstration of

where f is an estimation of the fraction of nearby points oc-

this aigoriihm (and others related to ant-like foraging be-

cupied by objects of the same type, and k"^ is a constant.

haviour) is under préparation at MIT, directed by Maja

The probability thus decreases with f, from 1 (when f=0), to

Mataric and Rodney Brooks.

1/4 (when f = k"*"), and less as f tends to 1.

Firstiy we describe a Monte-Carlo simulation of

An ant could (probably) esiimate f by the strength

this collective behaviour, secondly we présent the continu-

of an odour associated with each brood type or else by tac-

ous mathematical model and its steady state analysis.

tile investigation, sight being less important as such sorting
is usnally done underground. A robot would need a rather

2. Monte Carlo Model

sopiiisticated visual, chemical or other sensory System to do
the same, and so we propose the following sampiing-based

The model is based on the following principle. The ALRs or

estimation which, while less précise, has the advantage of

RLAs (ant-like robots or robot-like ants) move only ran-

being much simpler and more easily implemented.

domly. When they corne across an object the probability of

Each ALR has a short-term memory of m steps,

picking it up is ail the greater the more the object is isolated,

that records what it met in each of the last m time steps.

i.e. the less the number of similar objects ihere are in the

Tbus at t=10, a memory of length 10 could hold the string

immédiate neighbourhood. When carrying the object an

(X)ABOAAOBO, indicating that during the previous ten time

ALR's probability of putting it down is ail the greater as

steps the robot met 3 objects of type A and 2 of type B, the

there are more of the same in the immédiate neighbourhood.

other points having been empty. fy^ would be equai to 3/10,

Either of thèse two rules is suffîcient to form separate clus-

and f g to 2/10.

ters of the two object types, but both rules together act much
faster.

As the robot walks randomly, this sampling provides a rough estimation of the density of the two sorts of

Isolated objects are picked up. When a small, albeit
loose cluster appears by chance, it "encourages" passing

objects in the immédiate neighbourhood. Note that similar
sampling techniques are known or suspected to exist in ants

carriers to add their load to the cluster thus increasing its

(e.g. Lumsden and HOlldobler, 1983) and could possibly be

"attractivity". With this positive feed-back mechanism the

at woik in the way they décide to pick up or put down a

clusters grow, "absorbing" isolated objects and the smaller

larva.

clusters through the action of the carriers. As clusters of

As the memory is ten steps long, at the eleventh

each object type "attract" and fîll up the nearby space with

step the robot would forget what it met at the first step and

essentially the same type, this effectively isolâtes any object

add what it met at the eleventh step. In this example the

of another type in the immédiate vicinity, thus making it

string could become OABOAAOBOA if it next encountered a

more likely to be picked up by an ALR. Sorting is the con-

type A objecL

séquence of this clustering and crowding out behaviour.
The environment is a square network of points. Al

Whatever its décision, the ALR then carries on its
random walk. If it has picked up an object, then at each step

lime zéro a number of ALRs and objects of type A and B

that it flnds itself in an unoccupied point it décides whether

are placed at random in the network, only one object and/or

or not to put the object down. The more objects of the same

one ALR being allowed at each point At each time step,

sort there are in the immédiate environment, the greater the

and in random order, the ALRs move randomly north,

probability that it will do so, as given by the following

south, east or west, although they carmot move inio the wall

fonction:

around the space or into a point already occupied by an
ALR. When an ALR moves onto a point containing an ob-

p (put down) = ( f / ( k - + 0 ) ^

ject it décides whether or not to pick it up. The less objects
of the same sort there are in the immédiate enviroment, the

where f is as before, and k" is a constant. The probability

greater the probability that it will pick it up, as given by the

thus increases with f, from G (when f=0), to 1/4 (f = k"), and

following function:

more as f tends to 1.

p (pick up) = ( k + / ( k + + 0 ) 2

Fig. 1. Clustering after 1, 100000 and 2000000 steps. 100 ALRs,

Fïg. 2. Clustering in a colony of Pheidole pallidula. 4000 corpses

1500 objects, k''"=0.1, k:"=0.3. m=50, e=0, space=290x200 points.

were placed on a 50x50cm arena. and photos taken at time 0, 20

Small evenly spaced clusters rapidly foinu and later merge into

and 68 hrs. Small evenly spaced clusters rapidly form, and later

fewer larger clusters.

merge into fewer larger clusters.

3. Monte Carlo Simulations and Comparable
Experiments With Ants
Fig. 1 shows how randomly distributed objects of one type
are rapidly gathered into small and regularly spaced clusters, which over a longer period of time gradually merge
into a smaller number of larger clusters. The clusters are
constandy having éléments removed and added, and therefore tend to drift about slowly. When two clusters meet they
fuse.
Fig. 2 shows a similar process in a colony of Pheidole pallidula. When ants die, workers carry the corpse out
of the nest, and in laboratory conditions place them in a pile,
a behaviour common to many ant species. In this e x p r i ment, a large number of ant coipses were spread out on an
arena. Very quickly the workers (or robot-like ants) gathered 4hem into a nimiber of small clusters, which after a
long period of time merge into one or two large clusters
(the experiment shown in fig. 2 did not run long enough for
this last stage to be seen).
Fig. 3 shows how randomly distributed objects of
type A and B are rapidly sorted into small clusters of each
type, which again over a longer period of time gradually
merge into a smaller number of larger clusters of each type.
The parameter values used have been selected
more or less arbitrarily, helped by the fact that the model
sorts efficiently within a wide range of parameter values. A
more formai anaiysis of the influence of the parameter values will be performed e l s e w h a « on the continuons model
described below. It is nevertheless clear that a very long
memory length prevents effective sorting or clustering as it
gives the ALRs the équivalent of a perceptive radius as
large as the space they operate in, and so they could not distinguish between an isolated object and one in a local ciuster.
An interesting variant of the model introduces
some overlapping, or imperfection of discrimination, between the two sorts of objects, in the following sensé. An
unloaded ALR has met an object of type A and must thus
calculate f for A, or fyj^, being the number of objects A met
in the last m steps divided by m. However one can introduce
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some confusion between A and B by calculating fy^ as the
number of objects of type A plus a fraction, e (the error

Fig. 3. Sorting after 1, 60000 and 570000 steps. 20 ALRs, 200 o

rate), of objects of type B, the sum being divided by m. In

and 200 + objects, k'''=0.1, k'=0.3, m=15,e=0, space=80x49 points.

the example above, (X)ABOAAOBO, f ^ would become (3 +

Small evenly spaced clusters of each object type rapidly form, and

2e)/10. This is équivalent to the ALRs making a certain

later merge into fewer larger clusters with a high degrcc of sorting.

Fig. 4. Sorting after 1, 225000 and 1660000 steps. 20 ALRs, 300 o

Fig. 5. Sorting Ih, lh40m and 72h after a nest of Leptotkorax uni-

and 300 + objects, ic"^=0.1, k-=0.3. m=15, e=0.2. space=80x49

fasciatus has been mixed up. The larvae are rapidly gathered into a

points. Small evenly spaced clusters, containing both types of ob-

number of small clusters, and later merge into one large cluster

ject but placed adjacently, rapidly form, and later merge into fewer

with the small larvae (centre left) clearly separated from the large

larger clusters, with a high degree of sorting.

larvae (centre and top and bottom left).

number of mistakes in their identification of the two types
of object

Equations (2) and (3) state that the robots diffuse
randomly, and that empty and carrying ALRs are "created"

As on might expect, with a large error rate (e>0.3),

by the putting down and picking up process. Equation (4)

the objects are ciustered indiscriminately and not sorted.

expresses the probability of picking up (the inverse of

With a small error rate (e<0.1), the soning is more or less as

puning down) as a distance-dépendant function of the num-

efficient as with no error (fig.3). With an intermediate error

ber of objects of différent types both in the immédiate

rate, the objects are effîciently sorted, but into overiapping

nei^ibourhood and, to a lesser exlent, further away. The

clusters whose dispersion is thus reduced (see fîg. 4).

distance-interaction function expresses an instantaneous

Figure 5 shows a similar process in an ant colony.

distance-dépendant measure of the number of each object

A small microscope-slide nest of Leptothorax unifasciatus

type, and the interaction between the différent types of ob-

is tipped out onto an area. The workers rapidly bring the

ject. Note that in the Monte Carlo simulations the coire-

larvae back into the nest (5a), placing them in small piles.

sponding n was equal to 2.

At this point the soning is not very strong. Rapidly the piles

The complète stability analysis will be published

merge (5b), and eventually one big pile is formed (5c) with

elsewhere, but it is already clear that, depending on the pa-

the small larvae clearly separated from the large larvae.

rameier values, the model exhibits either only a homogeneous solution or else tiiis homogeneous distribution is unstabk and the model reaches an inhomogeneous distribu-

4. The Continuous Model

tion, i.e. sorting, thèse inhomogeneties being like a Turing
instability.

(1) StOi = bi(l-ZOi/e)Ri - aOiRo/bi

With one object type, at low density there is no
clustering. As the density increases, clustering appears, with

(2) 5tRi = D T 2 R j - ô t O i

a wavelength dépendent on the différent parameter values,
notably the distance-interaction function and the size of the

(3) 8tRo = Dv2Ro + 2:5tOi

nest
With two object types the System has roughly the

(4) b j = (b + b'1/g*j(r,z)Oj(z)dz)n

same behaviour, with respect to the size and number of
clusters. What is of interest is of course the relative position

with:

of each object type. With no error, i.e. no distance-interaction between the différent object types, each cluster con-

Oj the number of objects of type i

tains only one object class. With a small distance-interaction

R j the number of ALRs carrying an object i

between the différent object types, the clusters contain

RQ the number of ALRs not carrying an object

mostly one sort of object, but are positioned adjacenUy. If

b j the probability of putting down an object i

the density is, however, very low, the clusters appearing

a/bj the probability of picking up an object i

contain both object types, sorting appearing progressively as

e no of empty places per unit surface

the density increases.

gjj the distance-interaction function between objects i and j
D, a, b and b' being constants, and n>=l.
The continuous model functions more or less ex-

5. Conclusions
WhCTcas we stated that die ALRs (and the RLAs) do not

acdy as the Monte Carlo model. Equation (1) states that the

communicate, one might be tempted to say Uiat they com-

number of objects i added, at a given point and time, is

municate in a very indirect manner, via their effect on the

given by the product between the number of ALRs canying

environment. In odier words each ALR is influenced by its

an object i, the probability of putting down an object i and

own and the other ALRs' past actions in moving objects. By

the fraction of room left at that point and time. The number

this means they give the appearance of coordinating their

of objects removed is a product of the number of empty

activity to form clusters, in the sensé that because many dif-

ALRs and the probability of picking up an object i.

férent ALRs add objects of type A to a particular cluster of

type A, they appear to have agreed to form a cluster of type

jfsct for another, sorting is unimpaired. Indeed, rather than

A at this point, wheieas we know that no such consensus

simply toierating a certain degree of error, it can even be

exists.

désirable to deliberately add error where none or little exist.
By tlie same logic it is évident that one soiitary

Wt, have seen how a small error in discriminating objects

ALR can also fonn clusters and sort by interacting with its

can lead to the ALRs placing the pile or piles of the two

own past actions, although it would act for example ten

sorts of objects adjacentiy. Another example in the social

times as slowly as a group of ten ALRs.
Anotlier example of how such indirect

• s e c t world shows how a certain degree of error in foUowing, nestmates' trails to food sources allows the colony to

"communication" can organise the activity of a group of

exploit spatial heterogeneiues in the food distribution more

non-communicating agents can be seen in the way the for-

efficientiy (Deneubourg et al., 1984). Put simply, if they

agers of some species of ants set up individual and non-

fiiflawed the trails toc exactiy they would never fînd new

overlapping foraging territories (Deneubourg et al., 1987).

sources nearby the one they were guided to. Error can thus

Individual foragers leam progressively to retum to the area

be more créative than ineffîcient, and room should be al-

wherc they find food. When an individual becomes spe-

lowed for it (see also the différent works of Charles Dar-

cialised to an area then by its activity it reduces the amount

wih)i,

of food there. Other individuals passing through that zone

Overall, the system's simplicity, flexibility, error

will have less chance of finding food and so will be less en-

Kieiance and reliability largely compensate for their lower

couraged to retum to that zone by their own leaming pro-

e i i n e n c y . This is a gênerai characteristic of Systems in

cess. The same principle can also be used to allocate différ-

which the collective behaviour of a group of autonomous

ent tasks dynamically among the members of a group (see

agents is émergent radier than explicidy progranuned, and is

also Theraulaz et al., this volume).

n t i y one of the reasons for the 100 million year long evo-

Retuming to the sorting context, it is clear that a

lutionary triumph of social insects. There are many circum-

hierarchical System, wherein either a human supervisor or

stances in which a robot team could be profîtably organised

an alpha-robot décides exactiy where to put which type of

i a a similar fashion.

object, would sort more efficientiy. However such a robot
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